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SAMREF Signs Agreement with
Estidama

Basem M Al-Dhahri – PR & CSR Specialist

Basem M Al-Dhahri – PR & CSR Specialist

I

n consistency with SAMREF CSR vision, a partnership agreement has been signed with Estidama Co., a MEbased sustainability initiative, for planning and implementation of the “Future Leaders” program.

It is worthy to mention that the “Future Leadership” program is for high school and university students, where
participants take a series of leadership/ self-development training courses and tour activities. The overall objective
is to increase awareness of the target group and get them ready for future career challenges.

A CYBER SECURITY AUDIT
Ibrahim M. Al-Asiri, Corporate Audit Manager

A

cyber security audit was carried out jointly by
the Information Systems Audit Division of Saudi
Aramco and the Audit Division of ExxonMobil, referred
to as the “Joint Venture (JV) Audit – Cybersecurity”.
The opening meeting for the “JV Audit – cybersecurity”
was held on 18 April 2017 and was attended by the
Audit Management of the shareholders, the JV Audit
Team and Senior Management of Samref. The audit
fieldwork continued until 1 June 2017 and followed by
a close out meeting on 15 June 2017.
The audit focused on assessing and identifying
opportunities to strengthen enterprise network and
plant systems’ security of Samref. The JV Audit put
forward valuable recommendations which will help
further strengthen Samref’s cyber defense lines.

Future Leaders Inaugurate Their
Dialogue Gathering (Dewaniyah)
Basem M Al-Dhahri – PR & CSR Specialist

O

n 25 Shawwal 1438H, the “Future Leaders”
program committee inaugurated the dialogue
gathering (Dewaniyah) under the slogan (Freedom,
Meaning & Responsibility) to address freedom issue
and how to achieve through thorough discussions
among the participants.
To cope with the Islamic ethics, national orientation
and social values, the younger participants conducted
open discussions on freedom by highlighting its
meanings in order to reinforce positive behaviors for
the best of the community and individuals.
The gathering was concluded with the launch of the
“Reading Club” where selected publications were
recommended for reading.

SAMREF›s Humanitarian Touches
Basem M Al-Dhahri – PR & CSR Specialist

R

epresented in the CSR program, SAMREF contributed to the charity initiative “Yanbu Al-Khair” which is
aimed to release as many as possible of insolvent prisoners in order to enable them to spend the holy
month of Ramadan among their families.
The initiative was officially launched by Yanbu Governor, Mr. Musa’ad Al-Sulaim in association with active
partners, in the presence of low enforcement commanders, public sector directors, private sector leaders and
media partners.
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The «Future Leaders» Program Eid Party

A

s part of SAMREF’s approved CSR plan and to provide a good environment for younger generation, “Future
Leaders” program was resumed. As known, this program is aimed at improving overall skills of schoolboys
and university students by building self-confidence and reinforcing intellectual potentials through tailored training
activities and site tours.
In this regard, SAMREF recreation center hosted “Eid Party” on 09 July 2017, attended by participants in the
presence of some their guardians and employees. The party involved many activities including a short presentation
on the planned goals and key elements of the program with audiovisual displays on the same.

Heat Stress Control
Rami Jamal, IH Specialist

W

hat is heat stress?

Heat Stress is the physical
stress
resulting
from
hot
environments.
Human
bodies
naturally maintain temperature
between 36°C and 38°C, when
the body temperature rises above
this range, the person experiences
heat stress.
Health Effect:
Exposure to extreme heat can
result in occupational illnesses and
injuries. Heat stress can result in
heat cramps, heat exhaustion, or
heat stroke
Heat cramps are painful muscle
cramps caused by losing too much
salt through sweating.
Heat exhaustion is a result of the
combination of excessive heat and
dehydration.
Heat stroke is a life-threatening
condition in which the body’s
temperature rises above 41°C.
Precautions to avoid Heat Stress:

Acclimatize slowly
Drinking plenty of fluids
Taking regular breaks as advised
(should be in shaded area).

heat stress. The following work/
rest category must be taken into
consideration when working in hot
environments.

Signs and symptoms:
				
Heat Exhaustion
Heavy sweating, Muscle cramps,
Tiredness,
Dizziness, Headache, Nausea or
vomiting

Heat stress Monitoring:
Heat stress monitoring is conducted
to ensure that all employees/
contractors are aware about the
current weather conditions to
avoid exposure to high ambient
temperature/high humidity and to
take precautions accordingly.
Data is shared through SAMREF
Share Point in a continuous basis
(24/7) to ensure communicating
results to all employees in a timely
manner.
Resting/shaded areas:
In order to avoid exposure to
high ambient temperature/high
humidity and to prevent heat
stress illnesses, shaded/resting
areas were installed in each area
for contractors during the summer
period.

Heat Stroke
High Body Temperature (41°C)
Confusion,
Dizziness,
Nausea,
Strong Pulse
Red, Hot and Dry Skin (No
Sweating)
Throbbing Headache,
Unconsciousness
Employee Work/Rest rate:
The rate at which an employee
works and the activities being
performed will have a direct effect
on their potential to experience
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SAMREF Honored in «ALL For The Country»
Olympiads

Pat

hT

Dear Colleagues,

oS

ucc

ess

Greetings to you all for the occasion of Eid Alhaj
Almubarak.
My message to the Samref leaders is to continue
driving

Performance

Excellency

meeting

the

company vision in achieving and maintaining world
class performance.
Basem M Al-Dhahri – PR & CSR Specialist

U

nder the auspices of the deputy
governor of Yanbu, HE Khlaid
M. Al-Ghamlas, in the presence
of SAMREF President & CEO,
Mr. Mohammad N. Al-Naghash,
as well as local government
leaders; Yanbu Comprehensive
Rehabilitation Center organized the
“ALL For The Country” Olympiads

The
Quiz

Leaders should lead by example ensuring the
final ceremony.
The event started with the operetta
followed by a welcoming speech by
Yanbu Medical Services director,
Mr. Ryan M Al-Fadani, on behalf
of Yanbu Labor Office directorgeneral.
The event concluded with the
victory ceremony when the deputy

governor of Yanbu honored SAMREF
in recognition of its continuous
support to the Comprehensive
Rehabilitation Center. Further, he
handed the trophies to the winners
“Yanbu Commercial Port” team and
the runner-ups “Yanbu Chamber of
Commerce” team.

A general knowledge test offered every issue of this publication.
The winner will be declared the following issue. In case of many
correct answers, a draw will be made to pick the lucky winner.
“Volunteering is one of the greatest contributions to the
community. Generally, volunteering is considered as an
altruistic activity where an individual or group provides
services for no financial gain, in order to benefit the
community. A volunteer is a person with high sense of
citizenship and belonging. Community spirit could be
measured by how far individuals are involved in volunteering
works. So, what does the phrase “Pro bono” mean in
volunteering terminology?

new generation will capture the key messages of;
ethics, dedication, fairness, and commitments to
deliver Samref Goals.
Increasing

the

Saudization

the

and

contractors

key

Samref

citizenship

goal

Rate
workforce

towards

2030

across
is

a

Saud H. Khallaf
VP Admin, Finance & IS

Vision.

I count on you all leaders to coach and transfer
the knowledge and skills to the new workforce to
make this happen.
The message to the new generation is to take
every moment to learn capturing the knowledge
and skills of the experienced workforce keeping in
mind the next 2018 TA is a golden opportunity to
increase your knowledge.

Answ ers c o ul d be em a i l ed to h a s s a w i @ sa m r e f . c om . s a - E x te ns i on# 4 2 2 1

We count on your dedications and commitments to

حل �س�ؤال العدد
ال�سابق

continue the successful journey and strive to meet
the Samref goals.

حل �س�ؤال العدد ال�سابق هو
) من �سورة199( الآية رقم
الأعراف وقد ورد العديد من
الإجابات ال�صحيحة وكانت
نتيجة القرعة من ن�صيب
الزميل عماد �أ�سعد نونو

Management will continue supporting you in
achieving this mission.
Be safe, have fun, and enjoy a great journey
مدير عام �إدارة الأمن ال�صناعي وال�شئون احلكومية بالنيابة املهند�س عبداهلل عمر ال�صبحي ي�سلم اجلائزة للفائز
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contributing on the Samref continuous success.
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Healthy
Food Day

Success-Oriented Employees with
Academic Achievements

My Health My Responsibility

First Aid, CPR,
Ambulance and
Medical Center
Orientation
Sessions for
Security Team
Kamal Makkawi - Nursing Supervisor

Haitham Al-Fadeel – IS&GA Department

I

T

he self-development is one of the best initiatives launched by SAMREF.
That is part of the dedicated efforts to encourage self-dependence
throughout the organization and to empower new generation to take the
lead to build their own future career by meeting their training needs and
holding themselves accountable.

Ismail Khan – Chairman, OTJ Safety Committee

I

n collaboration with SAMREF
Cafeteria, 16th of May has been
declared as the “Healthy Food
Day” in SAMREF. On this day,
the Cafeteria served a variety of
healthy main courses like grilled
lean meats/white meats with whole
cereals, brown rice and brown
macaroni. In addition, vegetable
and fruit salads were catered along
with desserts made in a healthy
manner using fruit sugar and cane
treacle instead of white sugar.
To promote awareness, healthy
row materials e.g. normal salt,
brown rice, brown macaroni, soya
milk, organic ingredients, etc. were
exhibited.
This event will be observed annually
at SAMREF Cafeteria in association
with chef/Hazim in order to spread
and reinforce healthy food culture
while providing good nutritious
alternatives
rather
than
the
unhealthy fatty, high-calorie foods.
The overall objective is to mitigate
diet-related illness.
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Let’s come straight to the point. Employees from IS&GA department would
like to share their academic achievements made on the job. Mahmoud
Assaual and Abdulrahman Al-Hetairshi, who joined SAMREF in 2011, are
holders of HR bachelor degrees from King Abdulaziz University (KAU).
Talking about his academic experience, Assaul said that it was a challenging
period considering the prolonged program. However, he managed to
overcome obstacles by good time management and task prioritization.
Al-Hetairshi described the university life as the good intellectual environment
where learners can benefit much.
Also, good time management and keeping balance between academic
requirements and family needs, while working, were keys to success for
Haitham Al-Fadeel. He joined SAMREF in 2011 and he has recently attained
HR bachelor degree. Haitham assured that his achievement could have been
dim without the difficulties he had encountered. He added that he was so
persistent and insistent in achieving his goal despite the intricacies. His
future career was his highest priority.
Abdulaziz A Al-Zahrani, who joined SAMREF in 2012, has another story of
success. As the university degree had been in his mind for long time, he strived
to continue his business administration program at King Faisal University
(KFU). Abdulaziz attributed his academic success to the continuous support
from both his family and his supervisors and coo-workers in SAMREF.
To conclude, success is no stranger to SAMREF family due the dedicated
efforts led by its management to ensure building a leading generation
regardless of the position or age. My special vote of appreciation goes
to SAMREF leaders who have been working hard to ensure “knowledgebased workforce”. Such efforts are proven by reinforced commitment and
developed potentials over the succeeding generations. SAMREF became a
byword to excellence as the human capital is its real asset.

Talal Al-Subhi’s Farewell Party
Mahmaud Yousef Assaul, IS Security Shift Leader
n Monday 08 May 2017, IS&GA
department organized a special
party to bid farewell to the retiree
Talal Al-Subhi who completed 33
years of continuous service with
SAMREF.
The party was attended by a group
of Talal’s colleagues in the presence
of the IS&GA manager, Abdulkhalig
Al-Shehri.

O

Dr Muhammad Asif, Medical Director

O

n 15-16th of May, 2017,
SAMREF Medical Department
with help of OJS, conducted health
campaign sessions with SAMREF
employees under the title “My
Health My Responsibility”.
“With this, we aim to grow the
culture to
think about health first by doing
things
that we can do easily”, says
company
Medical Director, Dr. Muhammad
Asif,
He further explained that this is
all
about setting our mind set right
and
do practical, simple and easy to
do things
in our day life to stay healthy.
During sessions, each of related
risk factors
were discussed as a contributor
towards
health, either in a good way or
bad way,
and the way they help correct
related medical issue if addressed
well.

For example thinking negatively
and mental stress leads to lack of
sleep and high blood pressures,
with subsequent headaches and
fatigue. Similarly too much food
with leads to increase weight and
heart burning complains which
in addition to lack of physical
exercise raises BMI(Body Mass
Index), as cardiac risk factor.
A general take home messages
was
shared
as
general
recommendations:
Check your BMI, target
•
around 24-25.
•
Walk 6000 steps a day, at
least 4 times a week. Start
with any number you can do.
•
Drink water to keep your
self-hydrated.
•
Select a small plate for the
food.
•
Drink water before meals.
•
Talk to someone to relieve
stress. May be your parents,
spouse or a friend whom you
trust.
•
Don’t delay and address
medical issues in time.

n continuation of orientation of
Security apprentices, Medical
Department arranged sessions
with newly hired. Kamal Makkawi,
Nursing Supervisor, briefed them
about SAMREF medical department
medical emergency and ambulance
response protocols with expected
support from security during any
medical emergency situation that
may arise after the day shift.
This was in line with department
broader vision of ensuring effective
first aid response within SAMREF,
in addition to the First Aid and
CPR orientation sessions that had
been conducted with security
apprentices.
“First aid saves life” – says
Kamal AL Makkawi, who was the
Lead Trainer and SAMREF Nurse
Supervisor.
The first aid and CPR session lasted
for 2 hours and the key points
delivered were, how to do an
effective CPR, first aid steps in case
of burn, dealing with a chocking
victim, handling fractures and
bleeding wounds.
SAMREF Medical Director, Dr. Asif
delivered a concluding message to
the participants that first aid is a
continuous learning process and
we should attend whenever an
opportunity is available to learn. He
also added: “Time makes difference
between life and death”.

KAUST Intensive Innovation Program
Raed A Lashkar, (PSC), Process System Engineer

F

rom 09 to 11 May 2017, a team from SAMREF
Off-The-Job Safety Committee participated in an
intensive innovation course organized by King Abdullah
University for Science and Technology (KAUST).
The objective of the course was to give participants
understandings of modern methods and practices used
in innovation, entrepreneurship, problem-solving and

new thought exploration. In addition, the participants
knew about how to reinforce team building process and
develop specific skills like financial analysis, strategy
setting and training organization improvement.
The course was a good chance for the participating
OTJ Committee members to convey the digested
knowledge to help spread awareness and improve
practices in a professional manner.
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Coop Program

FP Activities
Abdulaziz Mubaraki – Fire Training Coordinator

S

audi Aramco Firefighting
Event
Under the patronage of the
Governor
of
Yanbu,
HE/
Musa’ad Y Al-Sulaim, Saudi
Aramco
conducted
the
Firefighting Show on 14 May
2017 in the historical area. FP
Manager Eng. Husain AL Sayed
and F.T.C Abdulaziz A Mubaraki
represented Samref in the
event.
BFF training
On 16 May 2017, Fire training
Coordinator
Abdulaziz
Mubaraki
conducted
Basic
firefighting training for 12 new
employees.
Handling Fire Emergency
Fire truck technicians Khalid
Abed
and
Talal
Halwani
attended the “Handling Fire
Emergency” course conducted
in May in Netherlands for 5
days.

Awwab Hadhrami – HR Department

I

n line with SAMREF’s “Citizenship”
core value, the Coop Program is in
place to a limited group of students from
local universities/colleges, in order to
help them gain applied experiences and
meet academic requirements. In this
regard, a number of 65 coop students
joined SAMREF in electrical, mechanical,
manufacturing, lab and HR areas.

HCIS Conference
Under
the
patronage
of
the Crown Prince, the 18th
International Conference on
Industrial Security opens on
21 May 2017. Fire Protection
representative Rayan Al Sarahi
attended the event.
Jeddah Intersec 2017
FP Engineer Adel Baamer
participated in Jeddah Intersec

2017 from 09 to 11 May as
SAMREF rep.
New Emps
2 new Fire Technicians joined
Fire protection section as fire
fighters.
SAMREF Air Horn
On 16 May 2017, Fire
Protection implemented the
new air horn tones.
Conference FDIC 2017 in
the USA
Fire Chief A. Malki , attended 4
conferences at Fire Department
Instructor and Conference
FDIC 2017 held in the USA
Indianapolis convention center
as follow:1- Line-of-Duty: Commanding
the Unthinkable.
2-Aggressive Command and
Tactics.
3Fire
Officer
Survival:
It’s All about You in 2017
4- Fire ground Strategies:
Command,
Control
and
Accountability.
YAMA work shop
Safety
innovation
training
Center conducted (Safety Rules
and Procedure) presentation
on 21 May at Movenpick Hotel
for one day. FTC Abdulaziz
Mubaraki attended as SAMREF
representative.

The “Future Leaders” Program
Awwab Hadhrami – HR Department

A

s part of the summer training program which is aimed to developing potentials of students, SAMREF has
resumed the “Future Leaders” program with 25 schoolboys and 25 schoolgirls.
This cycle’s schedule is from 30 Jul 2017 to 24 Aug 2017, during which participants take a series of leadership/
self-development training courses and tour activities.
This initiative reflects SAMREF’s attention to younger generations and their future career development.
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SCR ACTIVITIES DURING THE HOLY MONTH OF
RAMADAN

Wadee Hawsawi & Captain/Marwan Ali Abdullah

A

s usual, SAMREF organized
a lot of activities at SAMREF
Recreation center for the employees’
children, as follows:
The commencement was the “The
Best Dish” contest that contenders
showed their family-aided dishes
every Wednesday in Ramadan. At
the end of the 2nd and 3rd weeks,
results were as follows:
Winner
Yaser T. Al-Yami
Runner-Up
Hasan A. Hawsawi
3rd Place
Maaz Al-Dhahri
The final ceremony was attended by
Abdullah O. Al-Subhi and Abdullah
A-Otaibi who distributed special
gifts to all contenders. Also, gifts
were distributed to all participants
in the “Junior Merchant” contest. By
the end of the program, the overall
results of all non-sport activities
were as follows:
The “Best Dish”
Winner
Malik Attiyah
Runner-Up
Elias A. Ageel
3rd Place
Attiyah Al-Malki
Further, prizes were distributed
to
winners
by
SAMREF
VP,
Administration, Finance & IS, Saud
H. Khallaf and Abdullah Al-Otaibi.
Also, some sport activities were
conducted. Results were as follows:
Football
Winners
Barcelona
team

(trophy was received by their
captain/ Maaz W. Hawsawi)
Runner-Up
Manchester
United team (trophy was received
by their captain/ Baraa Suqati)
Best Player
Malik M. Karsoom
Best Scorer
Muafaq Suqati
Best Goalkeeper Abdulmohsen
Indonesi
Football – Intermediate Schoolboys
Winners
Al-Ahli team (led
by captain/ Obai M. Beema)
Runner-Up
Ettihad team (led
by captain/ Mohammed A. Fallatah)
Best Player
Obai Beema
Best Scorer
Adel Barzaig
Best Goalkeeper
Abdullah
Al-Raiggi
Table Tennis
Intermediate Schoolboys
Winner
Osama Al-Hebaishi
Runner-Up Mohammed A. Fallatah
Secondary Schoolboys
Winner		
Dia
M.
Sabri
Runner-Up
Al-Baraa M. Sabri
Table Soccer
Primary Schoolboys
Winners
Mohammed
A.
Fallatah and Ammar Al-Raiggi
Runner-Ups
Sultan Huldar and
Mohammed T. Al-Yami
Secondary Schoolboys

Winners		
Maaz W.
Hawsawi and Malik A. Flemban
Runner-Ups
Safwan
W.
Hawsawi and Al-Baraa H. Thabet
PlayStation
Primary Schoolboys
Winners
Ammar Al-Raiggi
Runner-Ups
Mohammed
Bin
Laden
Secondary Schoolboys
Winners
Feras Marhoumi
Runner-Ups Hasan S. Bin Laden
Swimming
Primary/Intermediate Schoolboys
Winners
Hassan Thabet
Runner-Ups
Elias A. Ageel
Secondary Schoolboys
Winners
Al-Baraa Thabet
Runner-Ups
Malik A. Flemban
Billiards
Primary/Intermediate Schoolboys
Winners Nadir H. Al-Indonesi
Runner-Ups Osama S. Al-Hebaishi
Secondary Schoolboys
Winners Safwan W. Hawsawi
Runner-Ups
Al-Baraa Thabet
Special thanks to all SRC coaches
and supervisors, namely Wadea
Hawsawi, Ahmed Fahmi and Abdullah
Al-Otaibi for their special efforts to
make the program successful.
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Is Internet E-mail Secure?

SAMREF Participates in the
KFUPM’s 34th “Career Day”

Ubaid Al-Senani, IT Specialist Engineer

I

ntroduction

packets of information
until
the
server
becomes
temporarily
unresponsive, or totally
crashes.

The Internet provides
an easy means of sending
messages
around
the
world via e-mail services.
Many
individuals
and
businesses rely on e-mail
as their major form of
communication. However,
the security of e-mail
information when traveling
across the Internet is not
guaranteed.
An
e-mail
message
typically makes a number
of stops at different mail
servers before reaching
its destination. Along the
route, malicious hackers
or
eavesdroppers
may
intercept and read them.
The need to produce
secure e-mail service has
become more crucial. The threats
are many, but recognizing them in
their various forms may lessen the
risks.
Risks
in
file
attachments
E-mails that come from unknown
senders, especially those with
file attachments ending with.exe
(executable files), .bat (batch
files) and .com (command files)
extensions should not be opened
and should be deleted immediately.
They may contain one of the
following harmful elements:
Viruses:
New viruses are coming out
almost every day; some are really
annoying and can be very harmful
to the system. Early in the year
2000, a virus that can quickly and
automatically replicate itself via
e-mail spread through Asia and
Europe. Known as the “ILOVEYOU”
virus, it comes as e-mail from an
address familiar to the recipient
and has an attachment, “LOVELETTER-FOR-YOU.txt.vbs”. Opening
the attachment activates the virus
and can destroy or hide certain
graphics, music and other files,
or even steal certain passwords
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Other
threats
S p a m m i n g / E mail
bombs:
The sending of undesired
messages, which cause
the recipient’s mailbox
to get flooded. These
mails usually contain
solicitations
to
buy
a certain product or
service from a persistent
company or individual.
Spoofing:

and forward them to the hacker’s
e-mail account. Another example
is the CIH virus. It reformats the
hard drive and overwrites the
BIOS, which causes the user’s
computer to be useless until the
motherboard is reprogrammed or
replaced.
Back
Orifice
(BO):
Back
Orifice
is
a
remote
administration
program
for
Windows 95/98 systems. Some
people include BO in a package
containing another program to
disguise it as something harmless
for the computer, and then send
the program as an attachment.
Opening the attached program
can execute BO, which installs
itself in seconds. This will enable
remote hackers and anybody with
corresponding BO program on the
Internet, to gain access and take
control over the infected system
including the copying and deletion
of files, without user knowledge.
Trinoo:
An application sent by hackers as
an e-mail attachment to launch a
Denial of Service (DoS) attack in a
certain server. It floods a server with

The practice of faking the
sender’s identity. E-mail
spammers, in order to
protect themselves from
being traced by the recipient,
practice spoofing.
Protection from threats
Encrypt confidential messages
in order to prevent hackers from
reading the e-mail message.
Free encryption software like
PGP (Pretty Good Privacy) can be
downloaded from the Internet and
is effective for securing e-mails.
Do not open attachments from
unknown sources.
When possible avoid downloading
attachments directly to your hard
drive, use a floppy disk.
Use anti-virus software to scan a
downloaded attachment before
using it.
When using web-based e-mail,
log off or sign out after sending or
checking an e-mail message.
Avoid using easy to remember
password, as they are also easy to
crack. Change your password once
in a while and use a combination of
letters and numbers.
Protect your password. Do not
disclose it to anybody.

Mohammed Bagais – Senior PR & CSR Specialist

D

uring the period from 24 to 27 April 2017, SAMREF participated in the
34th career day organized by King Fahd University for Petroleum and
Minerals (KFUPM) in Dhahran under the patronage of the Prince of the
Eastern Region, HRH/ Saud Bin Naif Bin Abdul-Aziz Al Saud.
“Taking active part in this great event is in line with SAMREF efforts made
in support of the Saudization plan with the objective of job security for
Saudis”, IS&GA general manager, Hassan Al-Amri commenting on the
event.
Al-Amri emphasized SAMREF’s attention to hiring highly qualified
Saudi nationals, which is well-proven by the high Saudization rate in
SAMREF.

SAP E-Forms
Alwaleed K Kamal, SAP/ERP Systems Engineer

I

T SAP Section has
launched on May 1st,
2017 the new eForms
System.
SAMREF
employees can now
fill HR requests using
SAP Employee SelfService.
This
new
system adds more
functionality to our
SAMREF ESS interface
and follows our IT ‘friendly use’ philosophy (special effort was put to
mimic the old ‘paper templates’ so users can easily recognize most of
the terms and processes used).
Basically, the new system automates the most used HR paper forms
(Petty Cash, Transportation, HOP, Dependents, Donation, etc.) and
it allows employees to create a request, get approval and receive a
completion confirmation paperless (contributing also to our company
‘green’ environment goals).
This way, not only employees save a huge time (and stress) in requesting,
getting approvals and follow up of their normal day-to-day company
needs, but also the entire workflow is automated so that managers
are easily aware of what is still there for them to approve in their inboxes. Our HR Dept. will also benefit greatly from this automation since
there was always a considerable time consuming need with the old
paper system verifications and approvals. SAMREF IT believes the new
eForms System will be a great help to all our employees.

SAMREF
Sponsors
the Public
Security›s
«National Day»
Publication
Mohammed Bagais – Senior PR & CSR Specialist

I

n collaboration with the Public
Security, SAMREF sponsored the
documentary publication “Training
Magazine” which was produced on
the occasion of the Saudi Arabia’s
“National Day”.
Involving in such a great event,
SAMREF strives to contribute to
the dedicated efforts made by our
wise government for the security,
welfare and prosperity of our
beloved country.

SAMREF SAFETY
MILESTONEAPRIL 2017
Hany Quaider, LP&PS Engineer

B

y 20th of April, 2017, Samref
completed 6 M Safe working
man-hours without Lost Time
Injury (LTI) for both Samref &
Contractor Employees since 05th
August, 2015.
This is a remarkable safety
milestone; which wouldn’t be
achieved without the Grace from
ALLAH, then the great efforts,
dedication, commitment to safety
and effective participation in
Safety Programs by all SAMREF
employees & Contractors.
Furthermore,
awards
were
distributed
to
all
SAMREF
&
Contractor
Employees
in
recognition of their efforts to make
this achievement.
Congratulations to ALL & let’s
stay focus and continue the safe
journey.
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SAMREF Takes Part in
the 5th GCC Border &
Coast Guard Week

Defensive Driving Course

Ismail Khan – Chairman, OTJ Safety Committee

A

s part of the planned activities to increase defensive
driving awareness, the OTJ Safety committee
invited the SafeRoad IT Co. to show its latest tracking
technologies from 28 to 30 March 2017 at SAMREF
Cafeteria during lunchtime and at the SRC afternoon.

Mohammed Bagais – Senior PR & CSR Specialist

A

s gold sponsor, SAMREF participated in the
5th GCC Border & Coast Guard Week (1438H)
organized by Mednia Border Guard Command at
Dana Mall-YRC.
The event was jointly inaugurated by YanbuRC CEO, Dr. Alaa Naseef and Medina BG
Commander, who took a tour over the booths
of the BG, government agencies and other the
participating organizations including SAMREF.
They impressed by the interesting exhibits as
well as the associated entertaining awareness
activities that aimed to reinforce safety and
security culture under the slogan “Security &
Safety Are Our Goal”.
The event was well-received by audience who
commended the good organization and nice
awareness programs.

SAMREF CONTINUES TO
SUPPORT CHARITIES
Mohammed Bagais – Senior PR & CSR Specialist

The said company offered a unique tracking device with
the following features:
Mitigate frequency and severity of RTAs,
Improve driving behaviors,
Ismail Khan – Chairman, OTJ Safety Committee

A

s part of the continuous efforts to ensure employees’
safety, three (3) OTJ committee members took a
“Defensive Driving For Trainees” course at the US National
Safety Council (NSC). The objective was to qualify
trainers to train SAMREF employees and their sons on
this critical requirement in order to mitigate frequency
and severity of road traffic accidents.
The inaugural employees’ sessions were conducted in May
2017, while sons’ sessions are underway in September
2017.

Eid Tea Party

I

n line with the “Citizenship” core value and
in continuation of the partnership with the
NGOs and concerned public sectors; SAMREF,
represented in PR section, continued to support
charity and community development projects by
adopting selected initiatives.

SAMREF continued and will continue to support
the local community projects and initiatives
with required follow-ups to ensure successful
implementation of the same for the best of the
individuals.
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Track and position stolen vehicles using GPS technology.

World Kidney Day
Ismail Khan – Chairman, OTJ Safety Committee

O

n Thursday May 04th, 2017,
SAMREF
OTJ
Committee
organized an awareness campaign
in conjunction with the Faculty of
Applied Medical Sciences - Taibah
University under the slogan “Good
Habits For A Healthier Life” on the
occasion of the World Kidney Day.
The campaign was aimed to
spreading awareness on kidney
health by highlighting some renal

disorders as well as acute internal/
pulmonary disorders that may
lead to serious chronic diseases.
The attitude of “prevention is
better than cure’ was also urged.

campaign featured many useful

The campaign witnessed active
participation by 24 students
and 10 teaching staff from the
Women campus in addition to 2
teaching staff from Men campus,
in presence of OTJ Committee
members for follow-ups. The

•

services as follows:
•

BMI

and

blood

pressure

gauge,
Psychological advices on how
to protect kidney,
•

Kidney health,

•

Metabolic syndrome,

•

Pulmonary diseases.

Off-The-Job Safety App

In this regard, SAMREF sponsored a multitude
of projects presented by different organizations
like Yanbu/Al-Ece Charity Societies for Holy
Quran Memorization, Al-Qaha/Yanbu Al-Nakhl
Charity Societies, the Mother of Prince Thamer’s
Foundation and Yanbu Cooperative Propagation,
Guidance & Communities Office.
Moreover, SAMREF contributed to a number of
charity initiatives and community projects in
Markh, Al-Anbajah, Umluj as well as MYAS Int’l
Schools Group. The support extended to include
government agencies like the Public Security
Patrols (laptop PCs) and Yanbu chamber of
commerce (inauguration of new branch at MCIYanbu).

Defensive Driving

Ismail Khan – Chairman, OTJ Safety Committee

O
Mohammed Bagais – Senior PR & CSR Specialist

O

n Sunday 02 July 2017, IS&GA-PR organized the
annual Eid Tea party in the presence of SAMREF
President and CEO, IS&GA general manager and other
department GMs/managers as well as a multitude of
employees.
During the party, employees exchanged congratulations
and best wishes. May the choicest blessings of Allah fill
your life with peace, joy and prosperity.

n May 30th, 2017; the OTJ
Safety Committee launched
the OTJ App to help raise the
overall safety awareness by
providing useful advices and ideas
on safety and health for SAMREF
community.

Expected benefits:
Get employees and their families
aware of safety requirements and
rules at home.
Develop skills of participation and
knowledge transfer among target
groups.
Improve safety awareness by

displaying audiovisual materials on
unsafe acts.
Special awards to encourage
winning participants in the periodic
quizzes.
The App covers the following areas:
Safety at home.
Defensive driving
Environmental protection.
Safety articles.
Audiovisual materials.
Safety
portal
in
SAMREF
SharePoint.
Safety-related general knowledge
quizzes.
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Waste Heat Boiler Project’s tangible
achievement for 2018 TA

Completion of 2nd Cycle HAZOP and
Transient Operation HAZOP (TOH) Studies

Mohammed Asim (LP&PS Senior Engineer)

I

Abdullah Namankani, TA Projects Engineering Coordinator

T

he potential of waste heat recovery has attracted the attention of industries for decades with ultimate results of
considerable cost saving at first hand and lowering emission on the other hand. Pursuing such objectives, it is
envisaged to install Waste Heat Boiler to recover the heat from Flue Gases being released to atmosphere otherwise.
SAMREF Waste Heat Boiler (WHB) project will utilize this vented (wasted) flue gases @ 400°C temperature
from Crude and Vacuum Unit Furnaces alone. An estimated 50 Tons per hour High Pressure Steam Production
is expected from the Designed Waste Heat Boiler unit, The project implementation is phased into 2018 TA and
post TA installation. The Flue gas duct Tie-Ins are planned to be completed during 2018 TA.
With immense pleasure and sense of achieving big milestone, it is being shared that the pre-fabricated Flue
Gas Ducts were received at site. The ducts had been fabricated at Yanbu Steel Company under the Quality
Surveillance of SAMREF.

Mohanad J Ahmadi Joins
IS&GA Dept.
Abdulkhalig M. Al-Shehri, Industrial Security & Govt. Affairs Manager

A

s of July 01st, 2017,
Mohanad J Ahmadi
joined IS&GA department
as the acting Security
Systems supervisor.
We wish Mohanad all the
best in his new position.
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Email your requests to ID Section

n May, 2017 SAMREF has
successfully completed the 2nd
cycle of Knowledge based HAZOP
studies covering all existing process
units along with Transient Operation
HAZOP (TOH) procedures review.
The 2nd cycle HAZOP and TOH
reviews were initiated in 2012 and
have been effectively completed per
approved five year long range Risk
Management Plan (RMP).
HAZOP and TOH studies program
is basically intended to address
the hazards of the process and to
determine the range of possible
safety, health and environment
effects.
HAZOP is a formal, systematic and
critical SHE and operability focused
review of the engineering and
operations intentions of a process

unit and interconnecting equipment
(Onsite and Offsite) with the
potential for a loss of containment.
Transient Operation HAZOP (TOH)
is a procedural focused hazards
review that ensures Operations
SHE Critical Procedures such as
Startup, Shutdown and any other
special procedure related to unit
are identified and reviewed. The
TOH review helps to confirm that
an adequate layer of protection is in
place enabling the operation to be
performed with the equivalent level
of safety as a protective system.
2nd Cycle HAZOP and TOH studies
were led by a qualified leader (ExExxonMobil) and involved trained
multi-disciplinary team that includes
Process,
Process
Safety
and
Operations participants.

During the studies, a risk assessment
is performed to assess any deviation
from the current version of the
safety standard to prioritize the need
for associated updates.
HAZOP and TOH findings are
communicated to affected employees
and are resolved in a timely manner.
Through the identification of process
hazards and effective follow-up
of findings, it is expected that the
frequency and severity of operational
incidents will be reduced.
The third cycle of HAZOP Review is
planned to commence in 2018. It
is a continuous journey to success
and SAMREF is determined to foster
ongoing safety culture.
Isom & SGP 2nd HAZOP & TOH
Review close-out meeting with
Management

Organizations” course was conducted
from 16 to 20 July 2017, followed
by the “Security Audit at Industrial
Organizations” which took place from
16 to 20 July 2017 at Holiday Inn
hotel. Both courses were delivered
by ex-SAMREF IS&GA manager, Mr.

Fawzi Zamzami.
To reinforce partnership with the
concerned government authorities,
officials from the HCIS, Border Guard,
Civil Defense and Traffic Department
took part in both courses.

IS&GA
Training
Courses

Mohanad J Alahmadi, Industrial Security System Supervisor

I

n order to streamline day-to-day work loads and to ensure
easy and timely response to end-users’ requests for ID
badges and/or vehicle decals, an email address has been
designated to channel all requests to ID section. Now on,
you can complete and scan the required forms and directly
forward, along with supporting documents, to the following
email address:
Id-Section.Security@samref.com.sa

Talat S. Abadi, IS Supervisor

A

s part of the continuous career
development efforts as to ensure
preparedness for job challenges,
IS&GA has recently organized two
training courses in conjunction
with the T&CD. The “Dealing with
Security Emergencies at Industrial
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New Technical Apprentices

SAMREF Senior Management Tour At
Laboratory For Safety & Quality Improvements

Abdullah Yasi – Technical Department

I

n line with SAMREF’s message to hire competent and optimized workforce in order to achieve its vision that
SAMREF shall be the leading refinery in Europe and Asia, 14 apprentices joined Technical department in July
2017 after successfully completing a 6-month training program at T&CD. The program included BOT, FOR, CFT
and safety orientation/administration sessions.

At the end of the course, apprentices received completion certificates from the EVP, manufacturing, Alain Duval,
VP, Administration, Finance & IS, Saud H Khallaf and Technical general manager, Aouda Al-Juhani.
On behalf of Technical family, we wish the apprentices all the best in their career.

LGO Fin-Fans Maintenance
Ibrahim M Haddadi, Console lead

Maintenance New
Employees

Khalid Majeed, Lab Quality Coordinator

O

n May 22, 2017 SAMREF Senior management has conducted a tour to the Technical Refinery Laboratory
building. During the visit they were familiarized with lab works at each section in detail in different kind of
samples. At the end of the tour, management has praised the efforts made for 2017 achievement for having
an excellent score in the Lab Quality Practice & Guideline (QP&G ) External Assessment that assessed by Exxon
Mobil Assessors. Management also expressed their gratitude for lab staff efforts to maintain lab sections in good
& healthy condition and ensure & sustain SAMREF products on high integrity with good quality.

Recognition Party For Ahmed Al-Dhahri

M

aintenance
F i l e d
Group
has
successfully
managed
to
repair two LGO
Fin Fans on line
at crude unit
for the first
time in Samref
history.
It was reported
that there is
an increase in LGO R/D temperature beyond the O.E envelope value of
90C while tank max design temperature is 93 C due to that two LGO FIN
FANs were out of service which normally repaired during T/A based on the
availability of isolation valve.
The job was executed safely as per approved JSA i,e temporary A/C was
provided and special fire blanket was fabricated to prevent and minimize
heat which was coming out from live tubes.
The Team involved in the execution of this task was recognized and
congratulated by the Maintenance GM for the job well done.
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Mohammed Bin Rasheed - Maintenance

I

n line with SAMREF’s mission
and strategies to hire competent
and optimized multifunctional
workforce, Hasan Hassani and
Ali Magnas have recently joined
Maintenance department. They
will definitely contribute to the
ongoing efforts to improve overall
performance with SAMREF’s unique
culture of career development and
knowledge transfer.
Please join us in wishing them all
the best and extend your usual
cooperation to him to help achieve
the overall objectives of SAMREF.

Mamdouh A Sabri, Machinery Group Leader

A

special gathering was organized by Maintenance department to recognize Ahmed Al-Dhahri who has recently
been assigned as IE Steering Committee Chairman Assistant. During the gathering, Eyad Hassoubah was also
facilitated as the new Maintenance General Manager.
On behalf of Maintenance employees, a short speech was delivered by Sami Al-Juhani to thank Ahmed Al-Dhahri
and to wish all the best to Eyad Hassoubah in his new position. The event was attended by a multitude of
employees, reflecting the sense of togetherness that features SAMREF.
Ahmed Al-Dhahri delivered an elegant poem to audience in recognition of their real attention. At the end, gifts
were distributed, group photos were taken and audience was invited to have dinner.
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IR-3 PAINTS “GREEN” ON TURNAROUND READINESS

Dry Ice Cleaning Application for the
First time in Samref

GC Hapuarachchi - T/A QA/QC Coordinator

T

he 2018 final Integrated Event
Preparations Final Review (IR3) was successfully completed
during 23rd to 27th July 2017
at SAMREF Premises. Highly
experienced multifunctional team
of nine (9) veterans from EMEurope and Asia Pacific Region
visited the site and interacted with
all SAMREF working members
engaged with 2018 Turnaround
Organization. The visiting team
formed Four (4) teams to cover TA
Management, Planning, Projects
and Operations/Process Readiness
and shared valuable experience
between the parties while the audit
was performed in highly friendly
manner with fully transparent
and cooperative fashion aimed at
reaping the highest results from
this critical cold eye review on
completed tasks.
The close out meeting with SAMREF
Top Management and IESC Team

Defensive
Driving Course
Abdullah Yasi – Area B2 Business Team
Manager

A

s part of the long-term traffic
safety awareness program
for SAMREF employees and
their sons, a defensive driving
course was delivered by Ammar
Bawazeer to Utility employees.
Ammar had been accredited
as certified trainer by the US
National Safety Council (NSC).
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was held on the 27th July 2017
highlighting more than thirtythree (33) Strengths including
few practices recognized as best
in the region and globally. The EM
team further elaborated on some
improvement areas while the
overall review rating was “Green”.
At the end of the visit SAMREF
received all the “Site Management
Expectations” emphasized during
the “IR-3 Kick-off Meeting” to
the highest level of satisfaction
with clear guidelines and ways of
closing the recognized gaps aimed
at effective preparation and a
flawless execution of this critical
Integrated Event.
At an interim, Abdullah F. AlHarbi, the Turnaround Manager
invited the technically resourceful
EM individuals to a native
environment in Yanbu Al Bahr
and were allowed to promote
engagement
with
SAMREF

counterpart persons aimed at
continued business relationships
with good understanding and
friendly culture. The evening was
coordinated by Ahmed Al Dhahri,
IE Steering Committee Chairman
Assistant who led a variety of
socializing events with the wiling
support from Executive VP and
other Refinery General Managers.
Both visiting and home team
members enjoyed the evening
with mind twisters, team building
quizzes and collective activities
before tasting a delicious Sea
Food Platter.
This socializing event which was
organized in the middle of the
audit proved a grand success
as the impressive individual
engagement during the dinner
had
eventually
facilitated
a
cooperative and transparent audit
in both directions.

CP&W Activities
Fuad A. Fadol, Strategic Procurement Consultant
n line with CP&W Dept. continuous efforts to educate users about
its support services, Contracts, Purchasing & Logistics Sections
conducted the First Info Session in 2017. The session was conducted
on 15th May and attended by 16 end users (engineers and technicians)
from Technical and Maintenance Departments, as well as buyers and
contract administrators. The objective of the presentation is to guide
new engineers and technicians, whose daily work involves materials and
services procurement, to the correct approach of procurement and to
orient them with related Samref procedures.
Also in preparation for 2018 Turnaround and other Refinery Projects, the
Material Control Group (MCG) conducted two Info Sessions: in the 1st
Quarter (conducted by Ahmed Karsou) for Turnaround Group and in the
2nd Quarter (conducted by Abdulrahman Bagais) for Projects Group.

I

Khalid S. Ghazal, Technical Staff Process Engineer & Braik A. Otaibi, Project Execution Supervisor
Background:

Advantages over other Cleaning Methods:

The subject cleaning technique was applied for the first
time is Samref in April 2017 after adequate evaluation
and was executed via Rawabi (Specialized Contracting
Co.) to substitute the conventional cleaning methods
i.e. Air, Water and Foam etc. The cleaning method was
applied on the following equipment:

•

The Fin-Fans can be cleaned on-line without
interrupting Unit operation.

•

The Fan Motors do not need to be covered with
Plastic Sheets for protection vs. the requirement for
Water or Foam cleanings applications.

•

As it’s a Dry Cleaning Method, there is No Water/
Moisture residual; therefore, the Safety requirement
to barricade the area below the Fans Platform is
eliminated as personnel can work normally without
the concerns of getting exposed to falling Water
(Slip/Trip Hazard).

•

Similarly, the Dry Ice Blasting leaves No residual
blasting media behind as the Dry Ice Pellets
sublimate immediately after impact on the surface.
Thus, eliminating; the Housekeeping requirements.

•

Finally, the Dry Ice Blasting is Environmentally
Friendly as no residual blasting media has to be
disposed of and no solvents or chemicals are needed.

•

Annual Economical Payback from Dry Ice Cleaning
the 91-E-01A-D Amine R/D Fin-Fans:

•

The total saving from applying the Dry Ice Cleaning
on the 91-E-01A-D Amine R/D Fin-Fans was
estimated to be $31.15K/Year.

Dry Ice Cleaning/Blasting Machine:
The Dry Ice Blasting Machine is a Dry Cleaning
Method that uses CO2 Pellets in solid form. At normal
atmospheric pressure, CO2 can only exist in solid form
at temperatures of –79°C or lower. When it is used as
a blasting medium it becomes heated and changes into
gaseous form.
The Dry Ice Blasting Machine accelerates with
compressed air the Dry Ice Pellets to a speed of ~ 300
m/s. The Pellets hit the object to be cleaned. The surface
is shock-frozen in a fraction of a second. Due to the
sudden thermos-shock generated on the surface to be
cleaned, the Coating/Dirt contracts, becomes brittle and
cracks. Due to the cracking of the surface, the Pellets can
reach under the Dirt and remove it. The additional kinetic
energy removes the Coating/Dirt from the surface.
Immediately after impact, the Pellet sublimates and goes
back to atmosphere as a Pure Gas (CO2) without leaving
any moisture behind.
Cleaning the 91-E-01A-D Amine R/D Fin-Fans:
•

The subject activities commenced on 18th April
2017 via Rawabi Specialists using two Dry Ice
Blasting Units under Technical/Process Engineering
& Maintenance Guidance.

•

The scope included cleaning 4 Fan Banks (with 8
Fans and Motors).

•

Process Engineering evaluation identified areas of
improvement especially in the Fin-Fan Banks corners
and above the Fan Motors.

Recommendations:
•

Replace Conventional Water Cleaning of the Fin-Fans
with Dry Ice Cleaning.

•

Update the ES / PM action in SAP to carry out Dry Ice
Cleaning with its estimated cost.

•

Consider adopting the Dry Ice Cleaning as a Best
Practice.

•

Activity to be supervised by the Unit Process Engineer
to monitor improvements during cleaning progress.
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OIMS Management Full Day
Field Verification

Samref Human Capital Day

Ibraheem M. AL Subhi, OIMS Coord. & Verification Team Leader

O

rganizational
commitment,
senior
management
involvement,
and
team
involvement are typically expected
to have a positive impact on the
achievement of strategic safety and
reliability objectives. That is, more
commitment
and
involvement
should produce greater success
with a healthier work environment.
Senior management involvement
supports the achievement of the
objectives in a positive manner
through the team work, individual’s
empowerment, and organizational
support.
One of the most important
principles of senior management
involvement is the employee’s
development
&
empowerment
through delivering the expectation
to the organization different levels.
A good example of the above is the
Operation Integrity Management
System (OIMS),
& Management
Full Day Field verification. In this
process, all levels of the refinery
management; P& CEO, EVP, VP
Admin, Finance & IS, General
Managers,
Managers,
OCL’s,
Supervisors, technicians and Front
Line Supervisors are involved.
Through the years, Samref was
truly committed to have this
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activity on a yearly basis, covering
all the refinery sites geographically
and timely using all of the 20 OIMS
systems. Enforcing the slogan:
OIMS is not something to do, but
it is the way of doing every thing
It was meant (this verification) in
the beginning to check the (OIMS)
filed effectiveness. It evolved
through the years with OIMS
systems progress, to be more
focused and structured towards the
safety sustainability, Work force
awareness,
Risk
identification,
and compliance. One of the new
practices introduced to OIMS,
is OIMS Critical Verification &
Measurement (OCV&M), in which
certain OIMS systems were put
under more focus, due to the
fact that it strongly relates to
the Human Factor. The Human
Factor is known to be the major
contributor to Safety, Health, &
Environment (SHE), and Process
safety incidents.
Samref management took the
OCV&M approach very seriously,
and adopted it, knowing the
positive impact and effect on
safety, knowledge development,
risk awareness, mitigations and
total safety commitment by all
workers in Samref.

In 2016 and 2017, the Management
Full day verifications were done
using the OCV&M way, through
the related OCV&M check lists.
These lists dictate a structured &
comprehensive way of verification
and feedback to management
and individuals for improvement
and compliance. Ultimately, it is
expected to lead to a reduction
in the number of incidents and its
significance.
In this year so far, A area and C
area underwent this verification.
Two more areas to follow; B Areas
planed in Aug and G area planned
in Sept.
The OIMS and OCV&M goes hand
in hand towards the sustainable
achievements of no body get hurt
(NGH), Personal Safety, Process
safety, Environmental protection,
and reliability.
(1) OIMS: Disciplined management
framework called the Operations
Integrity Management System to
protect Safety, Security, Health, &
Environment.
(2)
OCV&M:
OIMS
Critical
Verification & Measurement – a
Layered Verification process to
focus on the most critical OIMS
elements and barrier effectiveness.

Cassim Patel, Senior English Instructor

O

n the 3rd of May 2017, T&CD
hosted a Samref Human
Capital Day. The event highlighted
some
of
the
achievements
made by individuals in various
departments within the company.
Those individuals were honored
and received gifts for their
outstanding
contributions
to
ensure that Samref remains a
world class leading refinery.
There were 5 categories in the
award selection as follows:
1.Award
for
best
(Operations and
department
IS&GA) outstanding
Followed by:		
Maintenance
HR
		
2.Award for the best PDP Mentor
Pacheeri P.Sivaprasad
		
Abdulmajeed H. Youbi
Mesfer R. Gethami
Hani Khushaim
3. Award for best PDE engineer
Abdullah Al-Raddadi
Tariq Al-Jedaibi
4.Award for best SEP Mentor
Ehsan Daghanah

A mini workshop was conducted
Turki Yami
and the theme was getting to know
5. Award for the best SEP trainee
your strengths and weaknesses.
CPW
The activity allowed employees to
Bassam Bajbair				
test their creative skill in solving
Khalid Majrashi
problems by coming up with
Mohammed Mahroos
solutions that might have been
overlooked due to its simplicity, as
The event also marked a shift
creative and out of the box ideas
away from a traditional format to
are not always complicated and
a progressive format. Activities
far-fetched. The game focused
ranged
from
team
building
mainly on these two points; where
exercises to discussions on what
to start in solving a problem,
employees expect from Samref
and on how to work together as
Leaders
and
a
presentation
a team. The workshop generated
was conducted on Training ROI
a lot of positive feedback and
(Return on Investment). The
employees
uncovered
hidden
overall theme was to empower the
skills and talents.
new generation to take over the
Overall, the event had a positive
reins and lead the company to a
impact on the employees with
prosperous future.
many offering suggestions for the
A question and answer session was
next event. The plan next year
also held for the sharing of best
will be to increase awareness of
practices in the workplace. The
upcoming events and to ensure
event also highlighted the need
participation from the young
to get the younger generation
generation here at Samref. T&CD
involved, to allow them to
looks forward to hosting another
understand the intricacies within
excellent Human Capital Day next
the organization, allowing for a
year – see you there.
smooth and faultless transition.
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Saudi Aramco Mobil Refinery
Company Ltd. (SAMREF)

Editorial Board
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Translator
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Vision
SAMREF shall be the leading refinery
in Europe and Asia.

Mission

Timely supply of the highest value
products at a competitive cost
through a competent and optimized
work force, while maintaining
world class safety, reliability and
environmental protection.

Contact Us
Saudi Aramco Mobil Refinery
Company Ltd.
Saudi Arabia P.O.Box: 30078
Yanbu Al-Sinaiyah
Tel. +966 14 3964221
Fax +996 14 3964473
hassawi@samref.com.sa
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HAZOP and Transient Operation
HAZOP (TOH) Studies
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SAMREF Senior
Management Tour At
Laboratory For Safety &
Quality Improvements

Dear colleagues,
First of all, I am so delighted
to congratulate you on the
occasion of Eid Al-Adha. May
the choicest blessings of
Allah fill your life with peace,
joy and prosperity.
Moreover, it gives me pleasure
to present this second issue
of «SAMREF Magazine». It
is our official publication
intended to be the overall
interface which enables to
highlight collective efforts led
to remarkable achievements
made by SAMREF during the
second third of 2017.
I seize this opportunity to
reiterate that this publication
cannot be effective without
your timely contributions in
terms of articles and news.
The overall objective is to
reflect our teamwork and
interdepartmental
efforts
in
line
with
SAMREF›s
established vision and core
values.
Thank you all for cooperation.
May Allah make our efforts
successful.
Hassan H. Al-Amri
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MESSAGE FROM THE
PRESIDENT & CEO
Dear colleagues,
I›m so delighted to extend my sincere congratulations to all of
you on the auspicious occasion of Eid Al-Adha. May the choicest
blessings of Allah fill your life with peace, joy and prosperity.
Safety, Health & Environment (SHE) remains, as always, a top
priority for Samref.
The first third of the year was a continuation of the great performance
& remarkable safety achievement of last year. However, a medical
treatment injury (MTI) occurred on May 13th for one of the
operators. Lessons learned were shared with the organization and
corrective actions are being implemented to ensure “Nobody gets
Hurt”.
As the 2018 Integrated Event is few months ahead, everybody
in SAMREF is strongly urged to spare no effort as to gain more
knowledge and skills while adhering to quality and SHE standards.
It is my belief that your dedication will extend to help achieve
SAMREF vision.
In line with the theme of “Ambitious Nation” of the Saudi vision
2030, SAMREF strives to take effective voluntary initiatives for
the best of local community in particular and our beloved country
in general. This endeavor can only be achieved by reinforcing
volunteerism amongst individuals and organizations in order to
optimize the great potentials. I wish you all success and wellbeing.

Mohammad N. Al-Naghash
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